
Red Lion Controls announces the 
Obsolescence of Certain Signal

Conditioner Models
Red Lion Controls announces the Obsolescence of the following products; 
IAMA3535, IFMAxxxx, IFMRxxxx AIMI0202 and PGMMOD00 models. This 
obsolescence is driven by the lack of availability of raw material parts. Last time 
purchases of these products will be based on raw material parts availability. The 
replacement models will be available in a few weeks. Red Lion Controls will
continue to repair products as long as parts remain available. For more 
information, please contact your local Red Lion sales representative or visit our 
our virtual helpdesk. 

Obsolete
Model

Replacement
Model*

Benefits over prior 
model Differences

IFMA0035

IFM00001

+ Both relay and analog 
outputs built-in

+ AC or DC powered

+ Easier to program

- Requires programming 
module (PGMMOD05)

IFMA0065

IFMR0036

IFMR0066

IAMA0001 + 6 mm width - Requires programming kit



IAMA3535

+ Easier to program (PGMMOD02)

IAMS0002 + Easier to program - Requires programming 
module (PGMMOD05)

AIMI0202 AIMI0001
+ 6 mm width

+ DIP switch programmable
- N/A

PGMMOD00 PGMMOD05 + Functions the same - Dimensions a little larger

*Possible extended delivery time may occur with order placement for new
models.

ABOUT US

For over 50 years, Red Lion has strived to be THE Industrial Data Company™. The company 
empowers industrial organizations around the world to unlock the value of data by developing 
and manufacturing innovative solutions to access, connect and visualize their information. Red
Lion products make it easy for companies to gain real-time data visibility that drives
productivity. Red Lion is part of Spectris plc, the experts in providing insight through precision
measurement.
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